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STOP SIGNS, TOUCHDOWNS AND MENORAHS

Rabbi Nachum Meth

You are driving in a foreign country and you come to an intersection. You
see a red, octagonal sign. What do you do?
Late in the second quarter of a football game in Dallas on Sept. 24, 2000,
San Fransisco 49ers’ wide-receiver Terrell Owens caught a touchdown pass,
immediately ran to mid-field and proudly stood on top of the Cowboys’ logo, a
blue star. Later in the game, he caught a second touchdown pass and, sure
enough, ran to mid-field and proudly stood atop the star yet again. As he was
smiling with his out-stretched arms to the booing crowd, Cowboys’ safety
George Teague ran straight towards Owens and completely leveled him, knocking
ing Owens off that star. Teague was ejected from the game, but was celebrated in
Dallas as a hero. Why?
The Torah recounts how, after a bitter disagreement, Jacob and his fatherin-law Laban were able to reach a resolution and agree to go their separate
ways in peace. They made a pact assuring that neither they nor any of their
descendants would ever cross into the other’s territory for harm. They then
erected a monument to commemorate that treaty.
Rashi (Tehillim 60:1) tells us that, years later, when King
(cont. on p. 2)

THE MIRACLE OF THE TRANSFORMATION AND
THE POWER OF THE INDIVIDUAL

Fabia Preminger

The Torah (Numbers 8:1-4) relates, that during the inaugural
celebration of the Mishkan (Tabernacle) in the wilderness, the
leader of every tribe was given a chance to bring a personal
korban (offering) on behalf of their tribe. Only Aharon, leader
of the Levite tribe, was left out. Heartbroken, Aharon thought
sadly: “Perhaps my role in the sin of the Golden Calf has caused
G-d to turn His face away from me, and reject my offering?”
G-d, Who knows the thoughts of every human being,
comforted Aharon, saying: “Your service is greater than all the
other leaders! For you will kindle the menorah!” In fact, not only
in the time of the Mishkan and the Beit Hamikdash (Temple),
but for eternity -- all the generations will commemorate the
lighting of the menorah by Aharon! The Ramban (Nachmanides,
Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman, 13th century commentator) notes
that the kindling that G-d alluded to when comforting Aharon
was the lighting of the menorah of Chanukah. Aharon would
merit that his descendants would one day save the nation from its
enemies, and, thus, his contribution would truly be eternal.
Aharon gained this unequalled merit because (cont. on p. 2)

25 MIRACLES

Tami Ellis

I started writing this article with thoughts of the many
small miracles that have affected my life, intending to list eight
small miracles, like the eight days of Chanukah. But, the more
I thought, the more miracles came to mind. I present to you,
in honor of the 25th day of Kislev, 25 miracles that were the
lights Hashem (G-d) sent my way and how He lit my path; to
show me which path to take and where my journey was to
lead.
When I was a college senior, my father was diagnosed with
colon cancer. He refused the first surgery date because he
refused to miss my graduation. They rescheduled him for the
day after I graduated and even though the doctors found more
cancer than they expected, they managed to get it all out and
save part of his colon. (Miracle #1).
During that same time period, my father’s sister was
diagnosed with breast cancer. She underwent a double
masectomy and bone marrow transplant and went into full
remission. (Miracle #2).
My father then moved to Pennsylvania to work with his
brother. At my uncle’s house on Thanksgiving (cont. on p. 3)
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MIRACLE (cont. from p. 1)...of his acknowledgment of, and
subsequent repentance regarding his part in the sin of the Golden
Calf (see Exodus 32:1-5). G-d loves those who return; every tear
of remorse is precious to Him. And to prove to Aharon, and to
every single Jew for all generations to come, the unparalleled
power of teshuva (return/repentance), G-d gifted Aharon with the
lighting of the menorah and its eternal message.
In addition to the menorah teaching us the power of sincere
teshuva, the holiday of Chanukah celebrates the tremendous
power inherent in every individual Jew. We learn this from an
important halachic argument between the House of Hillel and
the House of Shamai (Tractate Shabbat; 21b). The House of
Hillel instructed that one must light one candle on the first
night of Chanukah and add one additional light on each of
the subsequent seven nights. The House of Shamai, on the
other hand, instructed that one lights eight candles on the first
night, decreasing one candle each subsequent night. Why, we
can ask very logically, don’t we just light eight candles every
night and satisfy all parties? The answer is both simple as well
as profound: We cannot just light eight candles every night
because every single light carries its own tremendous significance
and needs to be celebrated individually. Every single precious
light is unique – like every single precious Jew! We need to
recognize, indeed, celebrate, what every one of us can
contribute individually to our nation and to the world. This
recognition is empowering. It can catapult us out of our
complacency and remind us that we need to truly give our all
in our service of G-d.
The difference between the opinions of the House of
Shamai and the House of Hillel can be further explained. The
House of Shamai teaches us to look at matters as they are in
their potential state. Thus, on the first day of Chanukah eight
lights are lit, for this day encompasses the potential of all the
days of Chanukah that will follow.
The House of Hillel teaches us to look at things as they
actually exist. Therefore, the number of lights lit is in
accordance with the actual number of days of Chanukah -- on
the first day only one light is lit, and so on.
Just in case we may feel so inconsequential and insignificant
in the greater scheme of things, allow me to share a poignant
story to prove this point, related by Rabbi Moshe Plutchok: In
1957 the greatest symphony conductor in the world, the
Italian maestro Arturo Toscanini, passed away at the age of 89.
He was known for his absolute perfectionism, his ear for
orchestral detail, and his photographic memory. Before the great
maestro passed away, a biography of him was being prepared by
a writer who had interviewed him often. One night, the writer
joined the maestro to listen to a radio concert being broadcast
from Europe. Toscanini had led the orchestra the previous
year and wanted to carefully listen to how the new conductor
led it this year. Afterward, the biographer was surprised that
the maestro did not think it was magnificent. Toscanini
distinguished that there were supposed to be 120 musicians in
the orchestra, among them 15 violinists, but only 14 were
there! The next morning the writer called the music director
of the orchestra and could not believe when he heard that the

maestro’s assertion had been accurate! Later, Toscanini confidently
explained the difference between the two of them - the
biographer listened as part of the audience, whereas the maestro,
listened as the conductor, who must know every sound expected
from the orchestra, and so noticed that some notes were not
forthcoming and therefore concluded that there was a violinist
missing! (Story told by Rabbi Paysach Krohn)
Rabbi Plutchok made the point clear that for the Conductor
of the World Symphony, Who created and knows well every
single note of music that can come forth, our individual actions
make a profound difference! Each one of us is a unique musician in Hashem’s Symphony Orchestra. Each must play his own
instrument to the best of his/her ability, and play an exclusive
role. Each one of us is different and must perform his/her own
spiritual music with the talent and circumstances that he/she
was given.
We can only compare ourselves to who we were yesterday, not
to someone else. We can only strive for our own personal growth.
Our focus must be to perform on the highest level we can for the
Conductor of the World Symphony and aspire to maximize our
unique potential! That is the vital message imparted by the rising
number of lights on each night of Chanukah.
Brazilian Fabia Preminger, a pioneers in the field of Assistive Technology,
lectured at conferences worldwide and published articles in Israeli and
American Occupational Therapy journals. Fabia lives on the Upper West
Side of Manhattan, joined NJOP family for over a decade, involved in
Jewish outreach and education worldwide, a trustee of community endeavours, and real estate.

STOP SIGNS (cont. from p. 1)...David’s army was marching to
battle Aram -- descendants of Laban -- came across that very
monument and questioned the correctness of the attack led by
David’s general, Joab. The mission came to a complete stop.
David and his advisors were stymied: How could they violate the
treaty of their revered ancestors? After great deliberation, David
and his court concluded that Laban’s descendants had broken the
treaty first, nullifying it, so that David and his army were no
longer bound by the treaty either. But it is noteworthy that, for a
few moments, David was actually prepared to turn his army
around and call off the battle simply because of the stone
monument they came across.
What did David and his army see in that monument? Had
they forgotten about the treaty and the monument (cont. on p. 4)
2
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25 MIRACLES (cont. from p. 1)... weekend, I witnessed my
cousin observe Shabbat. I began asking questions. Her brother,
who had also become observant, gave me The Jewish Book of Why,
which gave me a sense of connection that felt intuitively natural
and right. Shortly thereafter, my employers told me they no
longer needed me, so I made the decision to move back to our
family home in New Jersey. (My father was still in Pennsylvania.)
I found a job two weeks after moving back home. (Miracle #3).
Not long thereafter, my Shabbat-observant cousin from
Pennsylvania moved to Brooklyn, less than an hour from my house,
to live with our aunt while getting her Masters degree (Miracle #4).
My cousin invited me to attend some classes with her and to
come for Shabbat. As I learned and grew more interested, my
sister saw what was going on and asked to join. (Miracle #5).
My cousin was able to convince my sister to go to Israel.
Then I went to Israel. Less than one year later, we both became
shomer mitzvot and Torah observant. (Miracle #6).
It turned out that there was an Orthodox Jewish community
about 20 minutes from our house that I never knew about. My
cousin arranged for us to go there for Shabbat. This amazing family
welcomed me like they already knew me. I ended up having to
leave early, but they made me promise to come back and stay. They
became my first “Shabbat family.” I went to them by myself, then I
brought my sister, and then I brought my father. (Miracle #7).
My “Shabbat family” introduced me to others, who introduced
me to others... Over the next six years, these families continually
hosted my family (myself, my sister and my father) for Shabbat as
we developed in our journeys and found our own path to Jewish
observance. (Miracle #8).
We became adopted members of the Edison/Highland Park
community. The community supported us and taught us. They
helped each of us find our soulmates and get married. (Miracle #9).
After our trips to Israel, my father agreed to make the house
kosher. We were able to go on another trip to Israel, this time
taking our father with us for his first visit to the Holy Land.
After that trip, my father began joining us when we went to
Edison for the Jewish holidays. (Miracles #10, #11, and #12).
As my sister and I took on more aspects of Jewish life, my
father did too. It took a number of years, but, at the age of 71,
he too became Shomer Shabbat. (Miracle #13).
A few years later, my father was diagnosed with a tumor in
his brain, over his ear. After successful radiation treatment, he
began laying tefillin. (Miracle #14).
In 2011, my husband and I moved to Texas. When his
work-from-home-job ended, my husband was unemployed for
2.5 years. We faced many challenges -- emotional, financial,
religious, physical, etc. I had thought I was strong in my faith
and my trust in Hashem. These times, however, showed me that
I had much room to grow. I was not one to accept help from
others. I strongly believe that the reason I was challenged in these
areas was to show me that I needed to grow and realize that I am
not in control. Along the way I was sent many, many “lights” of
assistance through the Jewish people (Miracle # 16), Jewish
organizations (Miracle #17), and congregations (Miracle #18). New
and old friends were my candles and light in the dark times.
Hashem always sends a light when times are darkest and we

cannot see. Just as we were wondering what we were going to
do, how were we going to take the next step, my husband
found a job through an unexpected connection. (Miracle #19).
Three years later, my husband decided to leave that job and
it became so apparent to me that Hashem was in total control.
One Friday morning, my husband finally left his job. That same
afternoon he received a call for an interview on Monday, and by
Tuesday morning he had a new job. Incredibly, Monday had been
the last day for interviews, so if he had waited even a week to quit
his old job, he would have missed this opportunity. (Miracle #20).
Concurrently, my employers told me they were moving, so I
would be out of work soon. It took a lot for me not to panic
about finding another job, and when the time was right, I
found a job working for great people. Three days after I started,
however, one of my employers lost her job. I began to worry,
but in less than a week she found a job and my nanny position
stayed secure. (Miracles #21 and #22).
Most recently, we discovered that a close family member has
a life-threatening illness. My family’s world has been turned
upside down. We all turned to each other and again the miracle
people in our lives turned out to be too many to count. People
helped find doctors, housing, food, rides, etc. So many people
prayed, visited, provided Shabbat accommodations, etc.
(Miracle #23). The Jewish community continued to give
beyond anything imaginable, and the children of the family
lacked for nothing, not even temporary housing that they needed
for 2 weeks/ (Miracle #24). The lights never went dark.
Over the last twenty years, I have seen clearly that Hashem is
in control. He will give each of us the money needed when it is
needed. He will provide the job needed at the time when it is
needed. And He brings together the Jewish community to help
when you don’t think you are going to make it.
I have learned that prayers are answered. Sometimes the
answer is “yes,” but at other times it is “no” or “maybe” or “not
right now.” I have learned that we are provided with miracles
each second of each day that we are alive. Every breath we take,
every moment is a gift, a miracle.
My life and the lives of the people around me, friends and
family, with all of its challenges, struggles, ups, downs, ins and
outs is my Miracle #25.
Tami Ellis lives in Dallas, Texas with her husband. She is a professional nanny of 21 years who partners with parents to help educate
and raise future generations of positive, happy people.
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DATED MATERIAL
STOP SIGNS (cont. from p. 2)...simply reminded them of the
ancient treaty? Did they remember the treaty but forget where
the dividing line was and the monument just reminded them of
the boundary? I don’t believe so.
The Talmud teaches that after the great Chanukah miracle,
the sages instituted that every household light a menorah to
commemorate the miracle. Why? Why didn’t they decree that
every year we simply retell the story of Chanukah? Wouldn’t
discussing the great events of Chanukah remind us of what
happened? What does the lighting of the menorah add?
Symbols can be very powerful. Sometimes, like a red
octagon, they visually communicate important information like
telling us where to stop. In another country you may not
understand the words on the sign, but you understand the
message that the symbol is communicating. Even without the
use of language, a sign can convey critical information.
However, symbols often have a much deeper meaning.
When Jacob and Laban made their agreement, it carried a deep,
emotional component as well. They recognized that, despite
their disagreements, they would agree not to harm one another.
That wasn’t just an intellectual resolution, it was an emotional
commitment as well. But emotions can easily fade over time.
We may be able to remember the commitments we have made,
but we can easily forget the emotional commitment behind
them. Symbols often represent that emotion. By establishing

the monument, Jacob and Laban were reminding one another
that if one day the emotional commitment were to fade, the
monument would hopefully reignite that emotional fire. That is
what gave King David reason to pause. The monument itself
re-energized an emotional connection to a commitment from
many years past.
When Terrell Owens trampled the Cowboys’ star, he wasn’t
just standing on top of a piece of turf. He was disrespecting a
symbol that represented a team. In fact, that symbol
represented an entire city and its residents. He was trampling
on an emotional representation of something far bigger than
just a star. So when George Teague shoved Owens off the star,
he became a hero because he wasn’t only defending the star, he
was defending what it represented.
When we light the menorah, we aren’t simply reminding
ourselves of a great miracle that happened years ago. To do that
we can just tell the story, read a book or look it up on
Wikipedia. Rather, when we light the menorah, we are
reconnecting with that powerful emotional bond that our
ancestors experienced when they lit that lone jug of oil. That is
the powerful symbolism of the Chanukah menorah.
Rabbi Nachum Meth is the Executive Director and co-Rosh Kollel of the
Community Kollel of Greater Las Vegas. He is a writer and lecturer, and
runs a wide range of Jewish outreach classes and programs engaging Jews
of all backgrounds.
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